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UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOLS.

By JAMES C. EO BERT.

CoNmirs.Origfn of the summer school--ChiTssiflcation of summer schoolsRegistrationLength of
ses9ionFinancial conduct nnd feesSalaries of professors and selection of staff Administration
and studies--Recreational.*orkApprecint fon of summer schools.

During the past 25 years a very °significant change has taken
place in the attitude of those in control of educational institutions
toward The so-called summer seasonspcifically the months of
July and Augustas deserving a place in the academic year or
calendar.

Formerly the extreme heat so common in many parts of the
country was regarded as sufficient interference with study to justify
the suspepsion of the activities familiar to other periods of the year.
Beyond this there certainly. .existed a prevalent and widespread
opinion that both pupils and teachers needed the relaxation which
an interruption of academic duties furnished, and that this period
should cover the two months of the warm season. In all probability
this custom arose from -the fact that the summer months were the
busy time for the countryside and a period when young people were
needed on the farm. The winter could readily be given over to
educational work.

ORIGIN or THE SIIMAileR SCHOOL.

The recognition of the summer season for educational purposes
may be traced -to the organization of summer schools not directly
connected with collegiate' institutions. The summer schools at
Chautalqua and at Marthas Vineyard, although combining recrea-
tional Mth educ'ational exercises, were largely instrumental in pro-
tucing 'a change in opinion as to the usefulness and feasibility of the
summer for educational activity. Gradually the fact of the loss of
valuable time due to .an extended vacation periodlbecame blear to
the eager student who was finding the years of collegiate study too
numerous in view o necessity of beginning one's *hosen career
at an,earlier period. In like manner students, especially teachers
busily engaged during t et winter on 'remunerative employment,
came to regard the summer season as the time for study, of which
they were deprived at other seasons of the year. This is the story
of the origin of the summer school.
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It is interesting to not that the 'universities were the first to see
the importance of the use of the summer season as indicated by the
experieuce of whit iKemay term the "recreational summer school."
Harvard University was probably the pioneer, for the courses
offered by Dean .Shaler were the first collegiate instruction assigned
to the summer season. Other universities, notably Columbia
University, soon after established summer courses, and, exceeding
Harvard in till!, liberality of recognition of such courses as giving
credit for the degrees, early made their summer instruction an integral
part of the work of the year.

The idea, therefore, has had an eves-increasing acceptance in the
universities of the country. It, has spread'more slowly, however, to
other educational institutions, such as normal schools and other
institutions under public control. Nevertheless, there is a general
acceptance of the-igen, and the custom may now be said to be preva-
lent, especially in the more important institutions,of learning.
.This is not true, however, of the secondary and elementary schools,
as the practice varies widely in different-communities. _It is most
unusual to find the graded schools following a winter program in

- the summer. Orie iniortant reason for this is the eagerness of
teachers to enter the university summer schools from which they
would be excluded if their own graded schools were open as usual
during this season.

The severity of summer weather does not permit school exercises
which are familiar to the other seasons, In consequence, wherever
elementary schools are open the 'program is very brief and the
character less serious than is the custom at other times of the year.
The modified program is appropriate for these sunnier public schools.

CLASSIFICATION OF SUMMER' SCHOOLS.

When we attempt to classify summer schools we find great diffi-
culty. Nevertheless, we mhy follow the usual elassificatios of
university and collegiate institutions, nomad schools, schools fnde-
pendent of established educational institutions, and finally the

_secondary and elementary schools ,which furnish education at public
expense.. Of these,I have already referred to the graded and second-
ary schooki. The so-called "independent schools" frequently offer
.summer sessions but only when there is a special .demand and when
this demand will furnish means for the ralaintenance of the school or
for profit. Many preparatory schools are open in the summer so as
to Meet the needs of who hope to pass entrance examine-
tions in the fall. Normal schools in' some States supported at
public expense are open in summer, especially where/the teachete
need further professional instruction and .are unable to attend the
universities or to find in them the courses which they need.



. We shall confine 'ourselves in this paper to a consideration of the
educational activity in the summer of the universities and colleges.

Although the theory of summer instruction as appropriate and
advantageous for universities and colleges' is so. widely accepted,
nevertheless, the practice has not become universal. Some of our
.host-known colleges do not open their docCrs to the summer student.
Among thsese we nay mention Yale, Princeton, Vasgar, Brown, aild
many others. i ti\ky, close their doors after'commencement, not to
open them. until the fall term begins. This is the old-time view of.
the'period.when colleges re to be active. It is true- that:Yale tried
the.experiment for three years and then resolve& to abandon the
undertaking. .

It is inters tang to note, however, that a number of the most con-
servative colleges are establishing in the summer courses of lectures
and forms of initruptiolt which tire not familiar to the winter student.

'Williams College conduCted in the summer of 1921 a series of con-
ferences on government in which a number of distinguished scholars
and publicists took part. This experiment Nvill be reputed in the
summer of 1922.. The conferences in general were open to the public
although the round tables for more intimate discussions were re-
stricted to registered memi?ers. It is understood that the expense
does not fall upon the college but is' met by the generoSity of a.pri-
vateindividual. Amherst Collegehas been interested in the summer
in the Amherst School for Workers. This is an endeavor to bring
the industrial worker into close contact with thee college. frryn.
Mawr. in like manner is .conducting in the summer classes for work-
ing women clearly with the same intention which is responsible for
the courses at Amherst. Thus these institutions are turning to the
use of the summer season although as yet there is apparently no
thought of giving regular courses similar to those of the academic.
year.

The reasons for hesitation on the part of many colleges in con-
tinuing their academic year into the summer are not very difficult
to discover. There exists a natural anxiety', as to the possibilitY, or
meeting the expense of such an experiment for the trustees. of.these
institutions do not look with equanimity upon increasing the finan-
cial burdens of the acaderoic 'year by losses incurred. during the.
summer. This is a perfectly reasonable ground for hesitation As
the tuition fees obtained in'the smaller colleges would with d' culty,
if at all, be ;made to cover the overhead expense and, .thy' :cost of
instruction. The larger universities can draw to the halls an unu-
sual number of students and by the means of numbs care -for the
expense of summer instruction although in many cases the Over-
headt-charges must be mibfrom the general university income.
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Again there are many colleges located in sections where-the weather
is especially severe and debilitating. We must acknowledge .that
students will avoid those places where the heat becomes well-nigh
unendurable and therefore interfer4 with their routine of study and
attendance on lectures. Students do not shun in the winter country
towns which are 'frequently overwhelmed by the snows and rigors
of the season but will avoid the same localities., which are made
uncomfortable by the heat of summer.

This general itnpression that the debilitating character of the
weather would interfere with the amount of study the student could
undertake not only prevented the rapid development of suthmer
schools but produced unwillingness on the part of the university
authorities to recognize this period of study as worthy of academic
credit. As the number of summer schools increased, this opinion
changed and universities of standing,/ accept credits obtained in sum-
mer terms, both of their own and of institutions in which they have
confidence, in the same manner as dying the academic year. We
can appreciate best the position whicli summer schools have secured -
in university work when we note the readiness with which credit is
granted, especially for the master's degree and at times for the
degree of doctor of philosophy.

REGISTRATION.

The registration in these summer schools has been steadily in-
creasing and in some instances has reached remarkable proportions.
Thus, in 1921,Columbia reported 11,809; Chicago, 6,458; California,
with its southern branch, 6,176; and Wisconsin, 4 ,t,7. These are
the largest and are followed by Cornell with 2,739. We should ex-
pect to find Colum io and California on tilis list as being the largest
universities in t ountry.

In the summer of 1917, because of the war, the summer schools
uniformly experienced a large diminution in numbers. This will be-
seen in the table given below. In certaih special instances the num:
bets were maintained or increased by the acceptance and enrollment
of students who were preparing for service in the Army or Navy..
This interruption in the growth of numbers was ro,,,---!ed by some
with solicitude. Nevertheless, in the summer after the close of the
war there was an immediate return to pro-war conditions and the
yearly record showed- increases as before.

In November, 1917, the administrative officers of summer schools
meeting at the University of Michigan established an informal organi!
nation entitled, "The Association- of Summer Session Directors."
The invitation had been extended to all universities offering graduate
courses in the summer. 'At this first meeting the, following insti
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tutione were represented: Boston Univemity, Columbia Uniiersity,
Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Harvard University,. Indiana
University, Iowa State College, New York University, Northwestern
University, Ohio State University, Syracuse University, University
of California, University of Chicago, University of Colorado, Uni-
'versity of Illinois, University of Kansas, University of :Michigan,
University of Minnesota, University of Missouri, University of Mon-
tana, UniVersity of Alabama, University of Pennsylvania, University
of Washington, and the University of Wisconsin. This list is given
so as to indicate the principal institutions holding summer schools
in the year 1917.

The following table indieates the enrollment of 194 1917, and
1921 of universities and colleges which sent representatives to the
meetings,of the association.

Enrollment of un;vers;ties and colleges.

, Institutions.. 1916

901
8, 1113
1,630

354
1,044
1,121

737

1,1M1
446

1,181
3(17

3,975

1917 1921

Boston University
Columbia University
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Harvard University
Indians University
Iowa State College
Johns Hopkins University
New Yorb4.Iniversity
Northwestern University
Ohio State University
irracti,e University
University of California

TM
6,144
1,239

228
771
959
1121

972
do' 477

901
343

3, 970

672
121,809

,739

2,022
1 648
2,019

940
2,085
1,422
1,932

715
4, 110Southern branch
1, MSUniversity of Chicago

University of Colorado 5, 424
8.33

4,413
771

6, 418
2, 3011University of Illinois

1,147 1, OSUniversity of Kansas
816 738 1, 800University of Michigan

1,793 1,453 2.,70University of Minnesota
1,067 651University of Missouri
1,304 963 INNUniversity of Montana

333 290University of Nebraska
1,432University of Oklahoma

1,003 1,205University of Pennsylvania.
1,045 653 1734University of Washington
1,386 1,213 1,,400University of Wisconsin
3,144 2,334 4,547

Total.:s
30,477 32,931 30, 378

LENGTH OF SESSION.

Regarding these institutions as representing the summer schools
of the country, we may say at once that the important outstandingfact of the summer session of to-day is its accepted regularity e8 a
part of university work. In fact, these schools have become integralparts of the extended academic year of university and collegiate
education in the country. They form an added- term. Thus there
is an approach to the plan of academic year which brings it close tothe calendar year.

R
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Notwithstanding these facts, there are many inherent differeneet
in the .forim, organization, and conduct of the schoo s which vary
among themselves more widely, than the parent instil tions of which
thtty form a part.

The first difference is that of length of period of t e session or term.
In this variation in the length of the session we can see pictured the
diffeient theories as to the character of the summer instruction.
There are three types: First, the short intensive course with daily
instruction and restricted programs; second, a similar plan, but 'com-
bined with an attempt. at approximation to the calendar of the
academic par; and tinnily, a session arranged as a complete term,
equivalent to those of the winter season as opposed to that of 'the
summer.

In a list of 18 universities; 9 have .a 6-week stkssion, 3 have 8, 1 has
9, 1 has 11, and 1 has Si weeks for the general session and 11 for
education and law. Another hits 10 weeks, for low, S for general
courses, and 6 for medical courses. Two haVe two sections of -the
summer. Of these, 1 has 6 weeks in the first section and 5 m the
second; the other has 6- weeks in each section respectively.

The

FINANCIAL CONDUCT AND FEES.
,..- .

...."-

ancial. (conduct Of summer schools is a matter of peculiar
serest to the boards of trustees and regents who are responsible for

the managem t of the funds and who are alwayS anxious in the face
of posSible d cits.

Ina group of 22 universities and colleges, 9 have summer schools
which are self-supporting, while 13 are not. ,, Of the former only 2 are
State universities, while of the latter 2 are private institutions. In
other words, private institutions must hesitate to.establish summer
schools which add .t their financial difficulties. 'tate universities,
on the other hand, regard the matter i totally d erent light, for
legislatures are called upon to supply funds for the summer as for
other parts of the academic year. In t latter case, although a fee is
usually charged, it is purposely kept at slow figure, as ihero is Ito
endeavor .to make the school self-supporting. On the other hand,.
endowed institutions must arrange their summer expense and obtain.
suitable income so as to accomplish this result or there must. be

'reliance on the general budget. Practice varies in the matter of
overhead charges --oi the summer. Some 'universities charge this

, -

expense as a whole against the general budget of the university
others prorate the expense and endeavor to meet this amount from the
income of the fees of this season. One university, endeavoring tio
reach an eqttitable adjustment, compares the expenses of overhead
of the six weeks of the summer school with those of the following six
weeks when no classes are held. The difference is charged against...ths
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suMmer account. The largest institutions naturally show ('he largest
amounts in the budgets assigned to the summer term, although the

.

size of the institution is not always a determining factor, Taking the
figures of 1919 we note that .of.I7 universities the budgets run from
$9,500 to $1h,004. Nine finished the season with a deficit running
from $600 to $27,000. The remainder show a balance from $1,000 to ,
$7S,000. In preparing a budget careful consideration is given to the
income side of. the account which depends upon the system of tuition
fees and to the method of compensation for instruction. There ke no
normal Uniform system in the assigning of tuition fees. .1Pre; again,
the custom seems to follow the line of division betty. en the State and
private institutions. Of 23 universities, 16 have flat fees which are .small in State universities, $5 to $25, but much larger in endowed
institutions, $40 to $60. Only 6 set their fees on the basis of the unit.,
'filch varies from $5 to $10 and in One instance is $16. One university

charges $3 for a single course. Eight follow the custom and adopt
the amounts of the academic year. These are, however, on the.unit
basis. In some instances .a definite

. university or overhetied fig is
charged. The whole tendency is t.gward an increased fee, following in
this respect the action of universities in the past few years in raising.
their fees for the winter terftis. _In fact the summer fees are baSIA on,
the same principle,as controls during the derhic4year. , ,it

1,Ve may illustrate tire variation in fees b referring to certain insti-
tutions which have important schools. Thus Columbia
charges $8 per point With a tpttiversity fee of $G. Cornell has, aflat fee of $40. Harvard has -al flat fee of $25. Syracuse charges. $5pei point. On the other hand, the University of California has a )flat fee of $25; the University of Illinois,* $12; the University of Kan--
sas, $10 for State residents, $15 for *nonresidents; the University of
Mitthigan the flat fee of $30, with special courses costing from $3010

. to $75. The University of Wisconsin has a rate of $3 per week a.4la
flat fee.

SALARIES OF PROFESSORS AN.I) SELECTION OF STAFF.

The question of salaries is very important in the conduct of these
schools in the summer. Even at this time, when the value of summer
work is generally recognized, it would lie exceedingly difficult to
obtain from trustees the permission to continue and maintain them if
the salaries were increased in such a manner 'as td cause a Arious
deficit. In the early history of this movement the salaries were not
in proportion to those offered in the regular academic courses. They
were in comparison quite small, but the amount of service required
was likewise kept in proportion less than the normal. There is much
variety in the different unirefsities as to the system and schedule of
salaries. A favorite method is to determine the summer salary
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according to the grade or rank of the instructor( Another method is
to offer a percentage of the salary of the year. The result is the same.
as a rule, for the grade thus ultimately determines the salary. A cer-
tain amount of freedom is claimed by those wlio control summer
sessions in the assignment. of compensation, particularly 'for those
members of the staff called from other institutions. It is customary
to regulate the salaries of those from other colleges on the system of
rank held by the instructor in his home institution, but this is not
uniformly observed. In studying this quesOoii of salaries, illustra-
tions will again be helpful. Columbia assigns-one-sixth of the annual
salary. hence a' professor received 1,000; an atkiociate professor,
$750; an assistant professor, $500; an instructor, $335; and an assist-
ant, $165. Harvard sets aside one-twelfth of the annual salary for
one course, one-seventh-for two courses. Indiana gi yes 17 per cent of
the annual salary; the University. of Kansas, one-sixth, with a maxi--
mum of $500; the University of Michigan, determining from rank,
gives $850'to $900 to those of the rank of professor; $675 to associate
priiressers; $550 to assistant Niirofes,lors, and $425 to ipstruetws
Syracuse gives 14 per cent of the annual salary, with $360 as a .Maxi-
mum for professors. Wisconsin gives 15 per cent of the annual salii'ry,-
with $600 as the maximum for the professorial position's. California
varies the amounts according to rank and institution from which the
instructors come. salary o&a professor may range from St0 t4?

$00; that of an associate professor from $600 to $350; that of an
assistant professor from $400 to 1300. 'An instructor rt'eives $50
and an assistant, $200. In general, the salaries of the universities in
their summer schOols range from a maximum of $1,000 to a minimum
of ;400 for professors, from $750 to $300 for associate professors, from
$500 to $250 for assistant professors, from $400 to $180 forinstructors,
nd from $250 to $100 for assistants. We may say in general that

t e endeavor is to approximate the salary rate ot the year, although
in some instances where a deficit must. be avoided the amounts tire
less n proportion.

Th question of the selection of the staff for summer session instruc-
tion is different problem from thai encountere=d in determining the
perman t personnel of the university concerned. Universities tini
formly draw their fo'rce of ins. tructors for the su er from their own
staffs, arta when this is impossible they' search for the best available
material to fill the vacancies. In some institutions.an endeavor was
at first made,sto include summer instruction as part of the yearly
duties of the ',incumbent. This theory has never been gimerally
accepted., Of Course, the perennial universities have an entirely
different system *hereby vacations are based on a plan of alterna-
tion. This is the\well-known Chicago University plan. The fact,
that institutions do not:regard summer instruction ,as part of-the
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academic service for which the annual salary is paid gives officers of
instruction the opportunity to accept invitations for summer service
elsewhere. .

..Other universities-selAct one-half or one-third of the force from
outside, as they regard the summer it.i. 8,n unusually favorable time
when visiting professors may become part of the staff. The ,Uni-versity of California follows a custom whi-Cli is now well knoWn'
calls instructors from outside its own walls. The is. muck tosaid in favor of this custom. Persistent and co (Mums service inone' institution has objections which are generally reeognizid, and
the arrangement made by some institutions for the exchange of pro -
fessors is intended to obviate the .difficulties which are inherent in
an uninterrupted term of sere' e. he summer courses offer an
extraordinary opportunity for this range which is so desirable. The
mutual acquaintance of scholars and teachers has been increasedaged bythis interchange in summer service, Again, some institutions usethis time for testing those whom they are considering as po. sible per-
manent accessions tq their staff.. .

AnuimisritsTioNs. AND STUDIES.

In the matter of administiation, the origin of the tau mer termaqd Its early isolation and identity as a school or sepill le depart-
ment have determined the form 'which this has assumed. he admin--istrative head is a dean or director, Who is given definite control under..the president. In a number of instances the director has the assist-
ance of a committee or administrative board of which be is a memberor chairman. The director or dean is given, in some hueiances ex-traorlinary power under the president and is recognized- as a most
important administrator, being a member ex officio ef the highest
university bodies. Ilia functions are to arrange through the depart-
nients all details ras to instructing force, to prepare the budget andplan of study.and to select. the courses offered. He is responsible for
all publications ,and .announcements, andfor the, distribution of thesame. He presents the annual budget .of the summer term to the
trustees. or regents, and is in every. way the supreme administrative
head of this part of the university work. The administration of thesummer school is, theiefore, very simple and does not call for- any.faculty only approach to this being the committee or
administrative beard., which is a species of cabinet for the summer
executive.

,

Finally, the range of studies and of courses in-summer schools is a
aubject'of peculiar interest and weight. Primarily there is evidently
no intentions to go below the freshman year in the general courses in
the liberal arth and sciences. Nevertheless, many universities,offer
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courses in such subjects. as English, mathematics, Latin, and certain,
modern languagesGerman, French, and Spanishtwhich are pre-
liminary to the freshman year and may even be classed as beginners'
courses. These are not intended as a substitute for secondary school
work, but are, used by mature students and those who desire to com-
plete an imperfect preparatory career, There is a distinct endeavor
to prevent the summer schools in universities from becoming normal
schools, although a large proportion of the student body consists of
teachers of every grade and department. The summer is regarded
as the time when teachers ,may come in contact with the subject
matter in the. college curriculum, and also with the more advanced
treatment of subjects which belong to their own profession. It is for
this reason that much attention is given to courses for graduate
students, although it is frequently held that a summer session of 6
weeks does not give opportunity for individual investigation and
research work. Notwithstanding this opinion, laboratory courses
restricted in number and intensive in character can be distinctly
valuable in the way of research. The continued and growing interest
in graduate work in the universities in the summer and the general
recognition which it is now receiving are clear. evidence of its value.
In general, summer courses, of instruction are devoted principally to.
the liberal arts and sciences and to education. Commercial courses
have an important place, and in a few institutions engineering and
architecture are offered. Graduate courses are given in many of the
larger summer schools at times set aside in separate departments or
given in general with liberal arts courses.

Students in the summer very often seek this time for transfer to
institutions different from those to which they owe first allegiance.
Hence the geographical distribution is an interesting study. In
certain liirge city universities, such as Chicago, Columbia, and Penn-
Sylvania, the student body comes from all the States of the Union
andlvom many foreign countries. State universities, however, as
rule serve the constituency of the State to which they belong. The
exceptions among the State universities are California, Michigan, and
Wisconsin, which have students froin many other States and from
foreign countries.

The principle of extension classes given at a distance from the
parent university does not enter into summer instruction. .Never-
theless, engineering camps and biological stations are often estab-
lished at appropriate places. In some instances these, are placed
under the administration of the summet, school. In other cases
where they are not under such supervision they form special depart-
ments under general university control.
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RECREATIONAL WORK.

With the desire to make summer instruction popular and to induce
students in a perfectly reasonable way to use this time of year for
study, officers in charge of summer schools have felt that it was
,appropriate to give entertainments, concerts, and plays for ,which
the season is particularly adapted. These exercises not only give
suitable relaxation but prevent the interference by other outside
iniluenoes which particularly in a great city serve to distract the
.attention of those who are unfamiliar with their surroundings and
the allurements associated therewith. In an endeavor to check any
unfortunate tendency from the giving of these plays and entertain-
ments, those in charge have insistedupon the intellectual character
of these exercises. Hence lectures of a more popular type, recitals,
and concerts have been employed for this purpose. Excursions
which are announced in many summer school circulars are likewise
due to the opportunity...which the summer season offers for such
attractive variation in the usual program. In this season, particu-
larly in till, larger cities, opportunity, is afforded" to study economic
and social problems through excursions and visits to factories, philan-
thropic institutions, and places of historic interest. These being of
an educational character have been regarded as of considerable value
both as intellectual exercises and recreational activities.
no interference with class exercises is allowed, but these excursions
are treated as supplementary to the ordinary courses of instruction.
The same restraint is observed in regard to purely social events, which
seem particularly desired by student& of the summer season. In all
these entertainments, excursions, and social events we see the sub-
stitute for the extra curricular activity which has so large a pal* in
the academic year. Of course athletic' contests and exercises are
quite uncommon in the summer. The' ativantage of this is so fully
appreciated that other extra curricular activity will not be allowed
to interrupt the studious habits of the students of the summer term.

APPRECIATION OF SUMMER SCHOOLS.

Summer schools and summer sessions form, therefore, a distinct
part of university organization in this country. We can see in their
origin, which we may regard as a mark of progress in the development
of university education, the working of the forces which have tended
to shorten the,, period hitherto devoted to cultural studies and also
as a concomitant idea the employing of the entire year by higher
institutions of learning. These same forces are responsible for the
peculiar system of yearly activity on an alternate term basis, as at
Chicago, and for the pombined courses which, as at Columbia, enable
a student to count as one of his collegiate years the first year devoted
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to professional study. A very clever substitute for the summer term
of a length similar to that of the winter season was found in the short
term of six or eight weeks and the limited and intensive program
which gives the student daily contact with the instructor and daily
recitation and lecture hours. This short intensive summer term is
responsible for the theory which many now hold that our collegiate'
study would be much more thorough and the results more satisfactory
were the intensive restricted plan used in the normal college year.
At all events the deleterifus efPtcts which are attributed to the
elective system, which enables a student to form heterogeneous
combinations, would be avoided by the system now employed in the
schools which have short terms with intensive restricted programs.

As has been shown above, summer study is largely confined to the
courses which form part of the liberal arts and sciences as given in
the usual collegiate career. Professional schools in many universities
have not as yet afforded opportunity for study in the summer. The
professional schools of education are an exception. They have the
largest number of students, exceeding in many instances the enroll-

iment in the arts and sciences. Law schools are offering courses which
count for their degrees, and in some institutions schools of medicine
and dentistry are following the example of the schools of law. Short
courses for practitioners in medicine and dentistry are found in some
instances in the early summer and even in the usual summer term,
although serious diffitulties are encountered in the conduct of medical
schools in warm weather, particularly in the dissecting rooms of the
department of anatomy.

Notwithstanding the hesitation which is shown by some professional
schools and accepting the objections which are presented by the col-
leges largely influenced by ,tradition, the development of summer
educational work has been itch as to indicate that it is not improbable
that colleges in general will feel the necessity of adopting some form
of summer term. The idleness of valuable educational plants and
equipment and the need of making shorter the traditional collegiate
career are influences which will certainly press in the direction of the
summer term. It is probable that this will not duplicate the terms
of the winter season in arrangement and classification of studies.
The institution itself, however, will not be completely abandoned by
instructors and students as at present, but will serve a useful purpose
throughout the year in the wag of accomplishing the object for which
it exists. The summer school belongs to the modern days and its
organization and existence have brought many suggestions and pro-
gressive ideas into the conduct of university and collegiate education.

0




